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Abstract 
 

Computer-based data driven learning (DDL) is becoming gradually more prevalent in L2 
classrooms, and studies have shown that DDL exercises can be effective even at the beginner 
level in teaching vocabulary and grammar (Chujo & Oghigian, 2006, 2008). In addition, paper-
based DDL studies are gaining ground (Boulton, 2008b), so that even without computers, 
students are able to explore concordance lines to identify recurring grammatical features and 
word derivations and to learn how to induce generalizations from the samples to the language 
in general. In this study, the researchers have developed a series of computer-based and paper-
based DDL exercises focused on grammar basics and using a four-step approach that is both 
inductive and deductive. Course evaluations indicate statistically significant gains in most areas, 
and students report an overall positive rating on questionnaires.  
 
 
 
The benefits of data driven learning (DDL) or corpus-based exercises in the L2 classroom are 
widely recognized.  Leech tells us that “… the corpus, as an information source, fits in very 
well with the dominant trend…from teaching as imparting knowledge to teaching as mediated 
learning” (1997, p. 2); others point to advantages of using DDL: authenticity; active, student-
centered learning where the learner has control of the learning process; and the powerful and 
motivating discovery aspect in which the learner acts as researcher (Braun, 2008; Huang, 
2008; Hunston, 2002; Johns, 1994; O’Keefe, McCarthy, & Carter, 2007; Stevens, 1995). There 
is no question that corpus-based learning is gaining ground in second language acquisition; 
however, Boulton’s (2008a) survey of 50 DDL studies shows only four at the beginner level.  
Corpus use at the beginning level, either directly on computers or with paper-based material, is 
the focus of this study.  

In the first section of this paper, several considerations for using DDL in the beginner level L2 
classroom are provided. Next, examples of computer-based and paper-based vocabulary and 
grammar exercises are given in the second section. These exercises have been used in the 
Nihon University Study, described in the third section. In the final section, the advantages and 
disadvantages of computer-based and paper-based corpus exercises are discussed. 
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Considerations for DDL in the Beginner L2 Classroom 
The authors posit that DDL can be successful with beginner level students, although there are 
several important considerations.  

Choosing an appropriate corpus. The first and arguably most essential consideration for 
classroom DDL exercises is choosing the appropriate corpus with regard to size, relevance, 
and accessibility.  

Size. The largest and certainly most accessible corpus is “the Internet,” estimated at 100 trillion 
words in 2007 by Peter Norvig, Director of Research at Google (Norvig, 2007). The use of an 
immense corpus this size risks “drowning [learners] in data” (Tribble, 1997, p. 2); this risk is 
present even with corpora of only a few million words. Comparatively smaller corpora, such as 
the British National Corpus (BNC) with 100 million words, or the Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA) with 410 million words, can be somewhat more manageable.  With 
these corpora, it is easier to narrow the focus to a particular and more practical language 
function, context, or register. For example, Biber (2009) points out that conversation generally 
contains numerous embedded clauses, whereas writing contains many more phrases, 
especially noun phrases.  Therefore, the focus of a communication or writing class might be 
directed to smaller and more relevant, specialized spoken or written corpora, respectively.  
Sub-corpora can further narrow the focus to types of spoken or written discourse, for example, 
academic discourse (e.g., from the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE)), or 
academic-sourced writing (e.g., the COCA academic register). Tribble (1997) advocates 
creating micro-corpora, but this may be overly ambitious for many teachers, particularly given 
copyright issues, and may be unnecessary, given the accessibility of many corpora and corpus 
tools. It is also important to note that with a corpus that is too small, there may not be a 
sufficient number of examples for learners to see a pattern. A sample of corpora and corpus 
tools is shown in Table 1; for a comprehensive list of corpora, corpus tools and related 
information, see David Lee’s Bookmarks for Corpus-based Linguists website. 

Table 1 
Sample of Corpora and Corpus Tools 

Corpus, Tool Access Corpus Size Comment 
Corpus.BYU 
(Brigham Young 
University) 
 

web-based; free COCA: 410 million 
words; BYU-BNC: 100 
million words; Oxford: 
37 million words 

This site provides both a 
tool and several corpora. 

Collins web-based; 
commercial product 

56 million words This is a tool and a corpus. 

Paraconc  

 
commercial product tool only; a corpus 

must be uploaded 
This is a parallel corpus tool 
which can display two 
languages.  

Antconc 

 
free; downloadable 
from the web 

tool only; a corpus 
must be uploaded 

This works for PC, Mac and 
Linux. 

MICASE web-based; free 1.8 million words This is a specialized corpus 
of academic spoken English. 

 
Relevance. The choice of corpus should be one that has some relevance to the learners (Braun, 
2008). With regard to relevance, the BNC is primarily adult British English (Nation, 2004), with 
several sub-corpora in commerce, the arts, science, and other fields, which would provide 
vocabulary and structures in those specific contexts. It would not be pertinent to, for example, 
children’s vocabulary. COCA provides results in various registers, such as academic journals, 
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news, magazines, fiction (including movies), and spoken English. The written language of 
academic journals tends to be formal and technical; newspapers are less technical than 
academic writing, but still often use formal language; magazines are often informal and contain 
a high level of colloquial language; and fiction includes creative writing. Spoken corpora, 
depending on the source, can contain both formal English and slang. Thus with both the BNC 
and COCA, it would be possible to narrow searches to particular sub-corpora or registers.  

In addition, there are many types of specialized corpora, for example, discourse (Cambridge 
and Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in English [CANCODE]), academic spoken English 
(Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English [MICASE]), magazines (TIME), dictionaries 
(Oxford), and historical language (Corpus of Historical American English [COHA]; Helsinki 
Corpus). Furthermore, there are corpora used for translation; parallel corpora, which show two 
languages; and learner corpora, which are collections of text from learners. (For a discussion 
on types of corpora, see Hunston, 2002, pp. 14-16.) 

Accessibility. Additionally, the choice of corpus should be one that is logistically accessible to 
learners (i.e., easily accessed on the Internet or through student centers).  

Controlling the task. The next consideration is control over the task. Although the term 
discovery learning is generally understood to apply to student-designed and interest-driven 
“raw corpus” searches in which neither the student nor the teacher knows the outcome 
(Hunston, 2002), there is still a discovery aspect for the learner who can find recurring patterns 
in pre-vetted corpus searches. There are inherent disadvantages in turning students loose on a 
language such as English, with its huge number of variations and exceptions, and the potential 
for confusion and frustration is high. Teachers risk losing “an aura of expertise” in situations in 
which students become mired in complex language forms that teachers may not be prepared to 
address; this is particularly significant in areas such as Asia, where teachers are viewed by 
students as experts rather than facilitators (Abdon & Raab, 2001).  Huang (2008, p. 20) suggests 
a “guided dynamic partnership” in which teacher and student work together and the learning 
process is neither wholly teacher controlled nor student controlled.  

Bridging the gap between research and production. The third consideration has to do with 
bridging the gap between student as language researcher and student as language producer. 
One of the inherent disadvantages in corpus-based learning is that it tends to underscore the 
idea of L2 as “the study of” as opposed to “the use of.” Teachers might find it even more 
difficult to encourage production with students who are more comfortable with an arm’s length 
analysis of language. For that reason, it is vitally important to have a communicative aspect in 
which to apply acquired knowledge, whether it is in a spoken or written context. Braun refers 
to this process as moving from corpus to discourse and suggests the importance of using corpus 
exercises in conjunction with “comments and exercises, explanations, exploratory tasks, study 
aids and didactic hints for learners and teachers” (Braun, 2008, p. 55).   

One final concern involves instructional limitations: Not all programs have the IT infrastructure 
to support classroom DDL. In schools without computer labs or CALL classrooms, the teacher 
can use one laptop connected to an LCD projector to demonstrate how to use corpus tools, 
and then ask students to try searches at home or on library computers. Alternatively, another 
option is to set up one laptop in the classroom and have small groups or pairs do searches 
while other groups are engaged in other activities. If no classroom technology is available, 
paper-based exercises can be used. In this paper, several corpus exercises that could be 
presented as paper-based in classrooms without IT access are offered.   
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Using DDL Tasks at the Beginner Level 
There are many computer-based and paper-based vocabulary and grammar related tasks that 
can be used successfully at the beginner level. An important point to note is that concordance 
lines, particularly monolingual concordance lines in the target language, can be overwhelming 
to beginner level learners (Tono, 2003). For this reason, most tasks at the beginner level are 
focused on just observing the key word in context (KWIC), or within a context of one to three 
words on either side of the KWIC. Generally, a beginner level learner is not asked to read or 
understand the concordance line.  

In the first example, shown in Figure 1, students can search the stem of a word with a wildcard 
(*), for example, develop*, and can easily see derivations and inflections appearing as a 
highlighted and aligned KWIC in the center of the data. This is shown using the Collins 
concordancer. The purpose of this task at the beginner level is to observe the various forms of 
the word develop: developed, developer, developing, development, developmental, 
developments. This type of task would be useful for understanding derivations of assigned 
vocabulary words, identifying parts of speech for each form, or to verify the correct form or 
spelling of a new vocabulary word. This task could be made more advanced by having 
students also study the use of each form in context; however, it may be advisable to create a 
paper-based version in which all of the more complex strings could be removed. Generally, 
however, DDL tasks at the beginner level, particularly for first-time users, may be more 
successful if the focus remains on only the KWIC, or from one to three words on either side of 
the KWIC, and not a larger context.     

 
Figure 1. Task: Search develop* and list all the forms of this word that you find. What is the part of 
speech for each word? 
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A second fairly easy task for beginner level students would be to search for relevant nouns (i.e., 
new vocabulary or those noted with errors in student production) using the word plus a 
wildcard, for example, information* to understand countable and uncountable nouns.  This is 
shown, again with the Collins concordancer, in Figure 2. If assigning nouns that also function 
as verbs (e.g., research, program), it is important to point out to students that they are looking 
only for plural forms of nouns. In Figure 2, it is very clear that the noun information is an 
uncountable noun, just as a search for passenger* would clearly show numerous occurrences 
of passengers.  

 
Figure 2. Task: Search nouns such as information*, passenger*, homework*, data*, research*, 
language*, and program*.  Which of these nouns are countable? Which are not countable? (Only 
information* is shown due to space limitations.) 

Beginner level students can also look for patterns with modifiers (adjectives and adverbs), and 
phrases (noun, verb, and prepositional). In all of these cases, the tasks can be done as 
computer- or paper-based exercises.   

The next tasks use the BYU COCA corpus.  Each corpus tool provides query syntax used in 
searches. Basic syntax used for the BYU COCA corpus include [at*] to search for articles, [ii*] 
for prepositions, [n*] for nouns, [v*] for verbs, [jj*] for adjectives, [rr*] for adverbs, and [rrq*] for 
wh-clauses.   

In Figure 3, a search of the BYU COCA corpus for a * organization shows that an adjective 
comes between the article and the noun, as in a nonprofit organization, a national 
organization, or a new organization. For a more advanced task, students can be asked to write 
a sentence using a noun phrase (NP) with the head noun organization.  
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Figure 3. Task: Search a * organization. What type of word often appears between the article a and 
the noun organization? 

In Figure 4, a search for [at*] clear [n*], shows that the adjective clear appears in a basic noun 
phrase (article + adj. + noun), such as a clear message, a clear view, or a clear understanding. 
A more advanced exercise might be to ask students to produce a sentence for each NP using 
clear. It is notable that the BYU corpus tool also gives these phrases in order of frequency of 
occurrence in this 410 million word COCA corpus, so students might expect to see these 
particular phrases with the adjective clear more often than other phrases. 

 
Figure 4. Task: Search [at*] clear [n*]. What kind of phrase is this? 

In Figure 5, a search of the verb enjoy [v*] shows that it is followed by a gerund. 
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Figure 5. Task: Search enjoyed [v*].  What kind of verb phrase follows it (gerund or infinitive)? 

In Figure 6, a search of another verb, discuss [rrq*], shows the wh-clauses that follow it. As 
more advanced tasks, students can create sentences, stories or dialogues using these language 
forms.  

 
Figure 6. Task: Search discuss [rrq*]. What wh-clauses appear after this verb? 

DDL Case Study 
The Nihon University Study  
The tasks given in this paper have been used successfully in the Nihon University Study, which 
has been ongoing since 2005. The impetus of this study dates back to 2003, when Chujo 
(2003) compared the vocabulary in the Test of English for International Communication 
(TOEIC) with vocabulary taught in junior and senior high school (JSH) textbooks widely used in 
Japan, and created a vocabulary list to address the gap. Similarly, in 2004, Uchibori, Chujo, 
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and Hasegawa (published 2006) identified grammatical structures appearing in retired TOEIC 
tests, and compared these with grammatical structures taught in JSH textbooks. The vocabulary 
and grammar became the basis for the Nihon University Study. The most notable finding from 
the Uchibori et al. study was the prevalence of noun and verb phrases appearing in TOEIC, but 
absent from the JSH texts. As noted earlier, phrases, particularly noun phrases, occur frequently 
in written discourse (Biber, 2009). Because phrases are an intrinsic element of English, the 
Nihon University Study was set up to teach noun and verb phrases, derivations, and 
countable/uncountable nouns using DDL, and to assess student knowledge through pre- and 
post-test scores. In addition, feedback was also collected from students regarding the usefulness 
and general impressions of the DDL tasks.  

In the first year of the study, part of the vocabulary was taught in a four-week DDL program 
with two classes of weekly 90-minute lessons of beginner level EFL engineering students. Based 
on enthusiastic feedback from students, DDL-based grammar exercises were added in 2006 
and the program was expanded to ten weeks (a total of 15 hours). In 2007, the study was 
expanded to two semesters for a total of twenty weeks (30 hours). Students continued to 
respond favourably and showed gains between pre- and post-test scores (see Chujo & 
Oghigian, 2006, 2008). The study has been run each year, with subsequent pedagogical 
modifications.  

The 2008 Study 
Although student gains in pre- and post-test scores have been noted, the researchers were 
curious about how the assessments of the DDL students would compare to those of a more 
typical, traditional English class. In other words, the DDL students could now identify and 
produce noun and verb phrases, among other tasks, but would students in a typical non-DDL 
class be able to do the same? In 2008 and 2009, the researchers collected and analyzed 
assessments from both types of groups. Because pre- and post-test data for 2009 is still being 
analyzed at the time of this writing, the data for the 2008 study is given in this paper. However, 
2009 student comments regarding a paper-based pilot study will be introduced and discussed 
in a later section.  

Participants. The participants were two groups of beginner level engineering students attending 
the same Japanese university. The targeted students for the DDL class were 22 first year 
Japanese university engineering students with an English proficiency ranging from TOEIC 290 
to 520. The non-DDL class was comprised of 25 first year engineering students, with slightly 
lower level TOEIC scores. Both groups attended one 90-minute class each week, for a total of 
twenty weeks over two semesters. The majority of students were male, Japanese, aged 19. The 
groups were created through the university registration system, that is, they each represented a 
typical class of students at the beginner level in the English program, but students in the non-
DDL class used a listening-focused CD-ROM program (called First Listening) and the other 
studied basic grammar using DDL exercises. Both classes studied the same vocabulary material 
using a CALL program.  

Tasks. The students in the DDL class worked in pairs to explore targeted recurring grammatical 
structures in a bilingual newspaper corpus (Utiyama & Isahara, 2003), using a parallel 
concordancer (Paraconc, 2004). Following guidelines on a worksheet, they searched for and 
examined basic grammatical structures, formed hypotheses about the structures, discussed 
these with their partners, and recorded their findings. Next, the teacher provided an explicit 
explanation so students could confirm or correct their hypotheses. For consolidation, practice 
and production, students then completed follow-up exercises. The syllabus included word 
classes and derivations and various noun and verb phrases. In addition to the types of exercises 
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shown in Figures 1 through 6, the task in Figure 7 illustrates the parallel corpus being used to 
identify adverb location.  

Computer-based exercises were used for all 2008 lessons.  The tasks were clearly defined, 
narrowly focused and written in instructions that were followed by pairs of students. This type 
of reciprocal learning required them to negotiate, and share and discuss their findings. As an 
additional benefit, any student who became lost had a partner for guidance, and was less likely 
to sit passively in mute confusion. 

 
 

Figure 7. A computer-based task focused on adverb location. 

Corpus. With regard to the considerations discussed earlier, the corpus chosen for this program 
was a Japanese-English bilingual Daily Yomiuri newspaper corpus. Students are generally 
familiar with the ideas appearing in the concordance lines since they often refer to Japanese 
people or issues. This corpus is also relevant in that it features the type of general non-technical 
vocabulary targeted at this university level. Using a parallel corpus tool, students can glance at 
the Japanese lines to get a general understanding of the meaning of the English concordance 
lines, and then can focus on the structure, rather than only the meaning, of the target grammar.  

Learner Feedback. Learner feedback on the DDL course in general, on the DDL worksheets, 
grammar explanations, follow-up activities, and teacher feedback was generally positive. 
Students were asked to give responses on a five point rating scale using “Strongly Agree” (rating 
5), “Agree” (rating 4), “Neutral” (rating 3), “Disagree” (rating 2) and “Strongly Disagree” (rating 
1). To simplify the results, “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” were combined in Table 2 below, as 
were “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree.” The results in Table 2 show that most students found 
the DDL course to be novel, appealing and useful, and found value in the related activities.   
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Table 2 
Learner Feedback, 2008 

Activities Evaluation Agree Neutral Disagree 

It was novel. 74% 21%        5% 

It was appealing (it was easy to 
maintain concentration). 

68% 26%        5% 

It was useful for grammar learning. 77% 14%        9% 
DDL course 

It was useful for vocabulary learning. 73% 18%        9% 

DDL worksheets They were useful. 53% 32%      16% 

Grammar 
explanations 

They were useful. 74% 26%        0% 

Follow-up activities They were useful. 84% 16%        0% 

Feedback from 
teacher 

It was useful. 84% 16%        0% 

 
To assess the effectiveness of the program, pre- and post-tests were given to both groups (Figure 
8). Students were asked six types of questions regarding vocabulary, word classes, derivations, 
identifying noun and verb phrases, and understanding more complex noun and verb phrases 
often found on TOEIC tests.  

 

Figure 8. A sample of pre- and post-test questions. 

The gains (i.e., only the increases between the pre- and post-tests) are shown in Table 3. 
Students in both groups made significant gains at the 1% level in vocabulary, word classes and 
derivations. The non-DDL students were not able to identify noun or verb phrases, or 
understand more complex TOEIC-type questions. Students in the DDL group showed gains for 
all tasks.  
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Table 3 
Student Gains for 2008 

Types of questions DDL + Vocabulary Group 
Listening + Vocabulary 

Group 

(1) Vocabulary 33** 16** 

(2) Word classes 20** 14** 

(3) Derivations 13** 13** 

(4) Structure of NPs 17** 3 

(5) Structure of VPs 11** 7 

(6) TOEIC-type questions 17** 1 

     **denotes a significant gain at the 1% level 
 
Computer-Based vs. Paper-Based Exercises 
Educators have noted many advantages to computer-based DDL: The approach is student-
centered and student controlled; the learning is inductive with student as researcher; there is a 
limitless supply of data; and corpus-based learning strategies can be applied elsewhere by 
students (Leech, 1997; Stevens, 1995; Tomlinson, 1998).  However, not all schools have 
facilities for computer-based learning, and not all teachers and students are comfortable with 
technology-based instruction. An alternative is paper-based corpus exercises. By removing 
computers from the interaction, it is also possible to remove the additional burden on the 
student of grappling with computer use and the software manipulation and the task at hand 
(Boulton, 2008b) as well as other potential student- or teacher-technophobic issues. Paper-
based work can also provide a means to ease learners into corpus-based learning (Boulton, 
2008b).  

Another important advantage of paper-based corpus work is that it is also easier to control the 
focus by “filtering” or editing concordance lines (Braun, 2008; Huang, 2008; Hunston, 2002). 
The use of printed results helps ensure that all students in the class, particularly novice 
students, are literally “on the same page.”  For example, if the goal is asking beginner level 
students to search for an adjective, such as clear, to identify a simple noun phrase [article + 
adjective + noun], edited paper-based concordance lines can eliminate occurrences of clear 
used in other structures such as verb forms, or before a relative clause. Without editing, the 
teacher would need to be prepared to discuss various usages of this word, including, for 
example, the phrase steer clear, as shown in Line 21 of Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Unedited concordance lines for clear. 

Nihon University Study 2009 Student Feedback 
As a pilot program in the Nihon University Study for 2009, part of five lessons in the second 
term were given as paper-based tasks, and student feedback in the form of anonymous 
comments was collected. In these five lessons, students looked at only printed monolingual 
concordance lines from a Japanese-English newspaper parallel corpus. Tasks were given both 
in colour and in black and white. A sample exercise is shown in Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10. A paper-based exercise focused on adjectives. 
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With regard to the advantages of using paper-based material, students reported that using 
paper-based material saved a lot of time and more tasks could be completed during class, that 
it was easier to understand the grammar and they could do so more quickly (because the 
concordance results were presented to them), and that they did not have to worry about finding 
a different or wrong outcome since the handouts provided the “correct results.” Students also 
found it easier and more immediate to write directly on [more familiar] paper, so this made the 
task easier. They liked that they could review or re-do answers at home, and generally felt that 
fewer mistakes made for a smoother class.  

Comments regarding a preference for computer-based work included the ideas that the work 
was active, searching the corpus themselves was very powerful, and the learning was “fixed in 
their memories.” Students preferring computer-based work appreciated having control over the 
learning process and could therefore explore additional items or interests. They liked having 
the Japanese translation from the Japanese-English parallel corpus using Paraconc, and disliked 
that the context was cut shorter than regular concordance lines to fit on the paper. They 
commented that doing the search gave them time to think about the process and to consider 
the target vocabulary and grammar more carefully. They appreciated being able to sort left and 
right, and realized it was easier to memorize spellings when using a computer, because they 
were physically typing in the words. Some students also complained that underlining and 
circling on paper-based exercises were monotonous, and for these reasons, they preferred 
computer-based exercises. Finally, they felt that unless they themselves searched, they would 
not know how to use corpus tools.  

Paper-Based Lessons from the Teacherʼs Perspective 
From a teacher’s perspective, the advantages of paper-based lessons are that class time can be 
used to cover more tasks, concordance lines can be edited to control the focus (i.e., teachers 
can pre-select salient examples and delete variations or exceptions), the time spent setting up 
and trouble-shooting computers and software is eliminated, and without a need for IT support, 
there is no need for a teaching assistant. The main disadvantages are that the exercises are not 
as interesting, powerful, and motivating; students tend to mechanically underline target 
structures rather than become active learners; and they are not taught how to use corpus tools.  

Conclusion 
As described in this paper, findings from the 2008 study show that beginner level students 
made significant gains in understanding word classes and derivations and in recognizing noun 
and verb phrases through the use of corpus-based exercises. In each year of the Nihon 
University Study, students have continued to respond favourably to this approach. Students in 
the 2009 study reported advantages in both computer-based and paper-based exercises. 
Although not always as powerful, paper-based corpus exercises can narrow the focus, cover 
more tasks in the same amount of time and allow students to learn how to use concordances 
without having to deal with also learning the use of computers and software.  
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